This is a named option within the Mechanical Engineering M.S. (http://guide.wisc.edu/graduate/mechanical-engineering/mechanical-engineering-ms/#text)

The Department of Mechanical Engineering offers a Master of Science (M.S.) degree in Mechanical Engineering, Accelerated Program. The Accelerated Program takes approximately three terms (one calendar year) to complete. The Accelerated Program only includes coursework. Each student will be assigned an academic advisor from the Department of Mechanical Engineering.

For a list of mechanical engineering courses 400-level and above, please visit our list of mechanical engineering courses (http://guide.wisc.edu/courses/m_e).

**People**

**Faculty:** Professors Ghandhi (chair), Lorenz, Nellis, Osswald, Pfotenhauer, Rowlands, Rutland, Sanders, Shapiro, Thelen, Turng; **Associate Professors** Krupenkin, Negrut, Pfefferkorn, Ploeg, Qian, Rothamer, Suresh, Trujillo, Zinn; Assistant Professors Adamczyk, Eriten, Henak, Kokjohn, Miller, Min, Roldan-Alzate, Rudolph; **Faculty affiliates** Allen, Bonazza, Holloway, Luzzio, Reindl, Scarlat, Schauer